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About Ceph

Ceph uniquely delivers object, block, and file storage in one unified system. Ceph is highly reliable, easy to
manage, and free. Ceph delivers extraordinary scalability–thousands of clients accessing petabytes to exabytes
of data. A Ceph Node leverages commodity hardware and intelligent daemons, and a Ceph Storage Cluster
accommodates large numbers of nodes, which communicate with each other to replicate and redistribute data
dynamically.

At the heart of every Ceph deployment is the Ceph Storage Cluster. It consists of two types of daemons:

● Ceph OSD Daemon: Ceph OSDs store data on behalf of Ceph clients. Additionally, Ceph OSDs utilize
the CPU and memory of Ceph nodes to perform data replication, rebalancing, recovery, monitoring, and
reporting functions.

● Ceph Monitor: A Ceph Monitor maintains a master copy of the Ceph cluster map with the current state.

From the end-user perspective, a Ceph storage cluster looks like a simple pool where it stores data. The storage
cluster performs many complex operations that are transparent to the clients.
These operations include making replicas of data, using the selected CRUSH algorithm for placement of PG's
across the cluster, etc.

To enable end-users to create and manage the Ceph cluster effectively, the UniVirStor Manager comes in handy.

Let us have a quick walk-through of Ambedded UniVirStor Manager WebUI to show available options and
features; however, before accessing Ambedded UniVirStor Manager WebUI, we need to perform administrative
tasks to make the nodes accessible on the local network.

Plan and Configure your network before creating the Ceph cluster

Please refer to the Mars 500 deployment guide for details of planning your network and deploy the cluster
procedure.

Quick preview of the Ambedded UniVirStor (UVS) Manager

The Ambedded Mars 500 UVS Manager is available on all nodes running the ceph monitors. Please sing the
URL:
https://IP_ADDR_OF_MON to open the UVS manager web UI.

You get to the homepage, as shown below.
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Enter the provided Login name and respective password. The default username and password are
“admin/admin”. You can change the password after entering the UVS manager.

Here comes the first feature of this Ceph management WebUI, multilingual support. You can select your
preferred language from the drop-down menu namely; English, Spanish and Chinese.
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At the bottom of the login page, you can find the copyright & UVS software version.

UVS manager License

The UVS manager needs a valid license to work correctly. There is a temporary license is activated automatically
when you deploy the new cluster. You can check the last valid date from the Settings→ About page. You have to
get a permanent license based on the maximum number of OSD you can deploy in your cluster.
The demo license is only valid for six months. Please check the section Upload License for how to request and
upload a permanent license.
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Request & Upload the Permanent License

After you have deploy you cluster you shall upload your permanent license before the temporary license
becomes expired.

Here is the process for how to request and upload the license.

Note:When you add more Mars nodes in the future for scaling out the cluster, you have to request a new license
that activates all OSD nodes.

1. Click the New License Request to download the request file. You will get a file named “requestfile.lic”.
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2. Email the request file to service@ambedded.com.tw. We will send the license to you.

3. Go back to the About page and Click Upload License to upload the license.

IMPORTANT→ Ensure that you have deployed all MON nodes before requesting for a license.

Cascading through each Menu options

UVS Manager Dashboard

There are three secoions in the dashboard
● Ceph Information
● Ceph IO status
● Capacity & Utilization, Placement Group Status and Recovery Speed.

Ceph Information
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Ceph IO Status

You can click the “Write” or “Read” under the graph to switch the display of read and write or both.

Ceph Capacity Utilization, Placement Group Status & Recovery Speed

Healthy Status

Unhealthy Status
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Main Manual

You get main options Ceph, Object Storage, Storage, OpenStack, Settings, and Logout on the top bar.

The Ceph menu leads you to a sub-menu like the picture below.

Usage Detail: This option displays the usage details of all root, host, chassis, and rack defined in CRUSH Map
and pools. The usage details of root, host, chassis, and rack include weight, size, used, available, and %Used.
The usage details of the pool include used, used%, maximum capacity available, and objects.

Services: Selecting this option gives a list of Ceph MON, MGR, OSD and MDS services, which are part of the
Ceph cluster. Using this, you can do MON & OSD service restart, reboot a Ceph node, and remove OSD from the
Ceph cluster.

Pools: This option allows you to create, remove pools based on replicated or Erasure profiles. It also allows you
to add a pool as a Cache tier for the erasure-code-based cold storage. A cache tier provides Ceph Clients with
better I/O performance for a subset of the data stored in a backing storage tier.

Images: A Ceph Block Device is a block device image over multiple objects in the Ceph Storage Cluster, where
each object gets mapped to a placement group and distributed, and the placement groups are spread across
separate Ceph OSD daemons throughout the cluster. Ceph users can use Ceph Block Device kernel objects to
provide a block device to a client.

RBD Mirroring: This feature helps you set the RBD mirroring service. The RBD mirroring service mirrors RBD
images asynchronously between two Ceph clusters. This capability uses the RBD journaling image feature to
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ensure crash-consistent replication between clusters. You can replicate all images in specific pools or the
particular images to another Ceph cluster.

Erasure Profile: You can use the Erasure Profile function to create Erasure profiles. An erasure-coded pool
stores each object as K+M chunks. Erasure coding divides an object into K data chunks and M coding chunks.
The erasure pool has a size of K+M, so Ceph stores each chunk in the OSDs that belong to a placement group.

CRUSH Map: It contains a list of storage devices, the failure domain hierarchy (e.g., disk, host, rack, row, room,
etc.), and rules for traversing the hierarchy when storing data. CRUSH map allows you to create and manage this
hierarchy while having a complete graphical view.

CephX Auth: You can use this option to create Ceph users and their associated keyring to access the Ceph
pools. You can also edit the capability of a user to limit his accessibility to a specific pool.

CephFS: This manual allows users to create and manage the Ceph file system.

Next in line is the Object Storage sub-menu. You can use it to create and manage RADOS gateways, object
storage users, and storage pools.

Rados Gateway: This allows Ceph users to create an RGW host for using Swift / S3 API and use the Ceph
cluster as the Object Store service. Users can create a standalone gateway as well as gateways for multisite
operation.

User Management: This sub-menu is for S3/Swift User Management. You can create and delete RGW users to
use with Swift and S3. It also allows setting Quota for users.

Pool Management: This sub-menu allows users to list the RGW pools and also edit them as per requirement
like changing CRUSH ruleset, changing PG numbers, replica size, etc.

The third menu item is for the Storage option, which allows you to create an iSCSI target using a pool/image, to
be used as a RAW device for iSCSI LUN.

The fourth option OpenStack helps create users for Cinder, Glance, and Nova to connect existing OpenStack
setup and use the Ceph cluster as a backend to store Glance Images, Nova instances, and give Cinder blocks.
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The fifth menu item, Settings, has several sub-menu options, which help administer a Ceph cluster and diagnose
the state of the same. It also has a feature to set up and configure an NTP server, time zone, and MTU for all
nodes. It also allows you to review UVS operation logs and set up a remote Syslog server for storing the audit
logs. The Prometheus helps you to monitor the details of Mars400 nodes & the Ceph cluster. Use The Users
option to manage UVS users. You can also configure the Notification for cluster events and send the notifications
through emails. The Firmware update feature helps you to update UVS software easily.
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Host Management

The UVS Manager uses the host page to allow the user to view and manage the host inventory. The features of
this page are

1. Add hosts for deploying ceph services.
2. Open the web terminal to ssh to a Mars500 Linux shell.
3. Add monitor, OSD.
4. Displays detailed information of all host’s models, Node ID (for Mars 400 only), CPU cores, RAM size,

Network IP address, storage drive, Ceph service run on the host, and their status.
5. A filter box for searching host by a keyword.

Add host & Initial a Cluster

Before deploying any ceph services, you shall add hosts to the host inventory. You can add multiple hosts by
scanning an IP address range to find the available hosts. Hosts that have Ambedded UVS pre-installed can be
managed by the UVS manager.
When you start to deploy a new cluster, open a browser from a computer that can access the management IP of
Mars500 hosts. You will see the following output.
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Click the +Add Host button to bring up the dialog box. Enter the ceph public IP V4 address range to the scan
hosts.

Click Next: Get Host Info
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After initial cluster and add monitors, the UVS web UI will be available on any hosts that run Ceph monitor
service.
Beside the UVS manager, you can also open the Ceph Dashboard and Grafana Dashboard by clicking the icons
on top of the UVS manager dashboard.
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After the Cluster is deployed with Monitors and OSD, you can can add Mars 500 and Mars 400 to the inventory.
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When deploying a cluster with mix of Mars500 and Mars400, the Mars 400 nodes can only be used as OSD.

Open Web Terminal Command Line Interface

You can click the terminal icon beside the Mars500 host name to open the web terminal so you can log in to use
the command line interface.

Remove hosts

You can remove hosts from the inventory. You can only remove hosts without running any Ceph service. Click
the Remove Host(s) button, and the UVS manager will list the hosts can be removed. After UVS list the hosts
can be removed, you can also use the filter to find out the hosts you want to remove.

For example, you have a cluster with mixing of Mars 500 and Mars 400 and you want to remove some Mars 400
node. You can put a keyword such as part of hostname to filer the hosts you want to remove. Click the check
box to select all or the specific hosts you want to remove. Finally, click the OK (Remove Host(s)) button to
execute the remove.
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NTP Server & System Time Zone

After installing the first MON, the UVS manager also deploys an NTP server on the first-built monitor. You can
change the NTP server to any other existing NTP server or keep using this NTP server for all nodes in this
cluster. The NTP server is crucial for keeping a low clock skew between all Ceph MON nodes for proper
operation.

NTP - Time Sync for Ceph Cluster

Time sync is critical in Ceph. Nodes need to have a clock skew of less than 50 ms. Otherwise, bad things can
happen, especially on the monitor nodes. Note by default, the maximum allowed drift between nodes is 0.05
seconds!!! So, let’s be sure the time is in sync!
To ensure this, you can create a local NTP server and sync other nodes with that. The NTP server will ensure our
cluster works efficiently and correctly even when offline.

You have 2 options to configure or set up an NTP server.
Option 1: Use one of the Monitor nodes as the NTP server.
Option 2: Use an existing or external one as the NTP server.

Select the NTP option from the "Settings" menu.
You will reach a web page as shown below. As this is the first node, we don't have an NTP server in place. We
need to create an NTP server or use an existing external NTP server.

Option 1: Use one of the Monitor nodes as the NTP server.
You can keep using the NTP server on the MON node or later change the NTP server to one of the other new
deployed monitor nodes.

Select an IP address for the Monitor node, which will act as an NTP server from the dropdown list.

If you Not to set time manually, UVS will use the time of the time of yor computer running the UVS web; else, you
can select YES to “Set Time Manually”.
Click “Create” to start the process.
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Once the process is complete, we’ll get the current NTP server and Date/Time information on the NTP page.

Option 2: Use an existing or external one as the NTP server.
Click “From External” to set the IP address or domain name of an NTP server. Please ensure you have properly
set the gateway and DNS IP address on all nodes that will join this Ceph cluster.
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Once the process is complete, we will get the current NTP server and Date/Time information on the NTP page.

Set the Time Zone

Click The “Set TimeZone” button, and you can find the dialog box. Please select your Time Zone and submit it,
then the Ceph cluster will apply the new settings in a few seconds.
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Push Time Zone & NTP configuration to all nodes

By default, the Ceph monitors report health HEALTH_WARN clock skew detected on Monitor errors if the nodes’
clocks differ by more than 50 milliseconds. If the cluster has time skew between monotors, you should push the
correct time & time zone to all cluster nodes.
Click “Push TimeZone and NTP Client Config” to sync the settings.

This will make all the nodes carry-on sync processes so that they all have the same time.
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Deploy More Ceph Monitor Nodes

Ceph uses the Paxos algorithm to keep data consistent. The Ceph cluster requires an odd number of monitors.
We recommend you create a minimum of three monitors on three Mars500 nodes to establish a monitor quorum
and provide redundancy. If you have more nodes available, you can deploy more monitors on any Mars500
hosts.

Go to the “Host” page and click the Add MON(s) button. UVS will show the list of available hosts for deploying
ceph monitors. Select the host you want to add monitors.

Three or five monitors are good enough for redundancy.

After deploying the Ceph monitors, the UVS manager will also deploy the Ceph manager services on the same
node.

The Ceph manager daemon (ceph-mgr) is a daemon that runs alongside monitor daemons to provide monitoring
and interfacing to external monitoring and management systems.

If there is no mgr daemon running, you will see a health warning to that effect, and some of the other information
in the output of ceph status will be missing or stale until an mgr is started.

You can find the hosts run Ceph monitor and mgr in the host list in the Host page.

Deploy Ceph OSD services

Add OSD on Mars500

Go to “Host” then click “Add OSD (s)”
Click the Add OSD(s) button. You will get a pop-up as shown below. And click List Host You can deploy
OSDs on one host at a time.
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After OSDs are deployed.
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If you check the ceph status right after new OSDs are deployed, you will see Health Warn. The stray daemons
not managed by cephadm will be eliminated after several minites. You can continue to deploy OSDs on other
hosts.
The Degrade data redundancy: 1 pg undersized warning will be normal until OSDs are deployed on more than
three hosts.

root@mars500-218:~# ceph -s

cluster:

id: 1fc40f54-8e3b-11ed-b426-61ddf0f8fec3

health: HEALTH_WARN

8 stray daemon(s) not managed by cephadm

Degraded data redundancy: 1 pg undersized

services:

mon: 3 daemons, quorum mars500-218,mars500-219,mars500-228 (age 7m)

mgr: mars500-218.keorzf(active, since 7m), standbys: mars500-219.dgdnxp,

mars500-228.bfaflh

osd: 8 osds: 8 up (since 5m), 8 in (since 6m); 1 remapped pgs

data:

pools: 2 pools, 2 pgs

objects: 1 objects, 32 KiB

usage: 43 MiB used, 7.0 TiB / 7.0 TiB avail

pgs: 1 active+clean

1 active+undersized+remapped

Add OSD on Mars400

You can add Mars400 to join an existing Mars500 cluster. For this configuration, you can deploy OSDs on
Mars400 but not Ceph monitor. Using Mars400 and Mars500 in one cluster gives the advantages of

1. Simplifying the Management of all host by one UVS manager and Ceph command interface.
2. Opportunity of use NVMe OSD pool as the cache tier of HDD pool

Each Mars400 appliance has eight hosts. You can deploy one osd per host. There are some steps to do before
deploying OSD on Mars 400.

1. Create a new CRUSH root for separating the OSDs on Mars400 and Mars500. Using separated CRUSH
root allows you to create Ceph pools with option of use NVMe or HDD.

2. Create CRUSH chassis buckets for every Mars400 host in the same chassis.
3. Create a CRUSH rule for Mars400 use.
4. Use Host management to include Mars400 hosts into host list.
5. Create CRUSH rules for using Mars400 HDD pool

Please refer to the details in the Ceph Document and Manipulating CRUSH section in this document.

Example:
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Steps for adding Mar400 OSDs
1. Click the Add OSD(s) button
2. Select Model
3. Click List Hosts
4. Use the keyword in search box to find out hosts in the chassis you wand to add OSD. You can add OSD

in the same chassis in one time.
5. Select encrypt or not to encrypt the OSD. You can not change this after the OSD id created.
6. Select using SSD as BlueStore log & DB device.
7. Enter the chassis name of the Mars400 appliance you want to create OSD.
8.
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Every Mars400 node has an M.2 SSD by default. Select the Journal on SSD to enable using SSD as BlueDB &
WAL storage. You shall also select a chassis defined in the CRUSH map for these OSD to be added to a chassis
directly. If you haven’t defined the chassis for CRUSH, please create the chassis first even if you can use the
default root now as an OSD location and change its place later. Please refer to the CRUSH rule section for how
to configure and manage the CRUSH map and define the CRUSH rule with a failure domain.

OSD Encryption

You can enable the OSD disk encryption when you create the OSD. Ceph uses dm-crypt for encryption.
OSD-encryption helps if a disk gets pulled out of the system. It is also a great way to ensure that no one can
salvage sensitive data from a broken disk, which you return for RMA or recycle.

You can also view the SMART information of data disk & metadata disk connected to the OSD nodes.
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Click the “Info” icon to show the SMART information. If any HDD has developed some issue, it will be
shown in complete detail when you click on the “Error” button in the Smart Status column in that OSD row.
(Shown below).
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Locate Storage Devices

Inside the Mars400, each server node has two SATA devices. One device is a 3.5” or 2.5” SATA drive, which you
use for OSD data storage, and another M.2 SSD, which we will use for the Bluestore WAL/DB or Monitor storage.
If you want to find which chassis and where the storage devices are inside the chassis, you can click the LED
icons on the UVS manager node page to make the LED beside the device blink. After you enable the LED
blinking of a specified device, an LED on the chassis’s front panel blinks too. This feature makes locating the
physical location of the storage device very easy. Click the LED off icon to disable the blinking.

Remove and Recycle the OSD

When you want to reduce the size of a cluster or replace OSD hardware, you may remove an OSD at
runtime. With Mars400, the OSD is generally one Ceph OSD daemon for one storage drive within a
microserver node. Generally, it’s a good idea to check your cluster’s capacity to see if you are reaching the
upper end of its capacity. Ensure that your cluster is not at its near-full-ratio (85% of total capacity). For data
safety, please remove one OSD at a time and make sure to remove it when the cluster is healthy.
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UVS manager provides two ways to remove the OSD. You can remove the OSD directly by using “Remove
OSD”. Removing OSD will delete the copy of the data stored in this OSD immediately. Before the data are
re-healed, you have one copy of the data or erasure code chunk lost. Those placement groups which
contain this OSD are in a degraded state until Ceph re-heal the deleted replication by other OSDs. After the
cluster becomes healthy, you can replace the faulty hardware.

The alternative way to remove the OSD is to move the OSD to a recycle bin before destroying it. Moving
OSD to recycle is a safer way of removing the OSD. When we click the “Move To Recycle” button, the UVS
manager moves the OSD to trash, data are moved out to other OSDs until this OSD is empty. Then you can
remove the OSD before you replace the defective hardware.

Check the box on the left-hand side of the OSD to select the OSD for removal. When moving the OSD to
trash, you can find the cluster is recovering the data, and the cluster is in a healthy state. Ceph will reduce
the number of PGs of this OSD gradually to zero.
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In some cases, you may move the OSD in the recycle bin back to the cluster. You can select the OSD and
click “Rejoin From Recycle.” The checkbox will give you a hint for rejoining OSD.
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Node Rolling Reboot

UVS manager versions after v2.0.14 control the node reboot of MON and OSD on this page. Rolling reboot
avoids rebooting multiple nodes while the cluster is in a degraded status, backfilling or recovering. If there is any
degrading condition, backfill, and recovery, the UVS manager will skip the reboot. If multiple nodes are selected
for reboot while the cluster does not have the above errors, the UVS manager will do a rolling reboot one after
another sequentially. The second node re will be held until the first node reboot is complete and back to a
healthy condition. This is the same for other nodes waiting for reboot.

Now we have added all MONs and OSDs to the cluster. We can proceed to add pools, images, etc. to the
cluster. However, before that, let us have a quick scroll down to the next page to look at Ceph Dashboard, and
see how it looks populated.
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Manipulating CRUSH – Crown of the Ceph Storage Cluster

As CRUSH is the essence of Ceph, this utility to manipulate the CRUSH map is another feather in Ambedded
UniVirStor Manager. CRUSH map is an integral part of Ceph, which tells OSD how to place data among the
nodes. CRUSH(Controlled Replication Under Scalable Hashing) algorithm defines the working of a Ceph storage
cluster. Ceph doesn’t have any metadata lookup mechanism. It is the duty of the CRUSH algorithm to calculate
the metadata and location of the object.

Viewing the CRUSH Map Tree – Graphic Representation
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The CRUSH map for your storage cluster describes your device locations within CRUSH hierarchies and a
ruleset for each hierarchy that determines how Ceph will store data. Use the “Expand All” and “Collapse All”
buttons to Expand and Collapse the CRUSH tree view as per the requirement.

Expanded View of Mars400 & Mars500

The CRUSH map contains at least one hierarchy of nodes and leaves. The nodes of a hierarchy—called
"buckets" in Ceph—are any aggregation of storage locations (e.g., rows, racks, chassis, hosts, etc.) as defined
by their type. Each leaf of the hierarchy consists essentially of one of the storage devices in the list of storage
devices.
The replication can happen based on various buckets. You can create various buckets ( Root, Rack, and Chassis
)as per the requirement. To map placement groups to OSDs across failure domains or performance domains, a
CRUSH map defines a hierarchical list of bucket types. The purpose of creating a bucket hierarchy is to
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segregate the leaf nodes by their failure domains and/or performance domains.

Please plan and create the CRUSH map hierarchy, bucket, and CRUSH rule before you deploy OSD. Changing
your CRUSH map hierarchy after deploying OSD may trigger reorganize all placement groups and move data
objects to new placements. During the period of moving data objects around the placement groups, it could
reduce the client I/O performance.

After you created CRUSH map chassis, you can choose which chassis (Mars400) the new OSD is/are located.

You can rename the default bucket name to what fits your actual naming conventions.

Creating CRUSH Buckets – segregate the leaf nodes

Click “+Create Bucket”, you will see the CRUSH bucket types. In the pop-up, please enter one or multiple
bucket names that you want to create as the type that you just selected. Please enter the bucket names line by
line.

The next step is selecting the parent of these new buckets. The parent of a bucket is any higher level bucket in
the hierarchy where the new buckets are located. The bucket types listed in the “+Create Bucket” drop-down
manual is in the order of high level to lower level buckets in the CRUSH map hierarchy.
For example, if you are going to deploy the new Ceph cluster with the hierarchy like the following diagram.
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First of all, you have to create frankfurt with the type “datacenter”. Then, you shall create a bucket named cage1
with any bucket type between the level of room and raw, e.g. room and choose frankfurt as its parent. You could
rename the type “room” to “cage” for convenience or leave it as it is. The third step is creating rack1, rack2 and
rack3 with type “rack” at one go. The last 3 steps are creating chassis mars400a, mars400b, and mars400c one
by one, concerning for their parents, rack1, rack2, and rack3.
You can create a rack before you create a chassis or move a chassis to a rack later when a rack is available.
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Moving CRUSH bucket

Since UVS v2.14.16, you could move any bucket to the higher level CRUSH bucket you want. If a new OSD is
added to the CRUSH map at a suboptimal CRUSH location, or if your cluster topology changes, you may move
an OSD in the CRUSH hierarchy to reflect its actual location. These tools also allow moving a host to different
buckets to implement replication ruleset.

Warning: Changing your CRUSH map hierarchy after deploying OSD may trigger reorganize all placement
groups and move data objects to new placements. During the period of moving data objects around the
placement groups, it could reduce the client I/O performance.
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Managing Rulesets – Create & List CRUSH Ruleset

The CRUSH rules define policy about how data is distributed across devices in the hierarchy. We can create new
rulesets as well as view the existing CRUSH rulesets defined. We can create a new CRUSH ruleset using the
CRUSH Rule create menu option. You need to specify a Rule name to identify the CRUSH ruleset. Identify the
root node of the hierarchy you wish to use. Lastly the type of bucket you want to replicate across, (e.g., rack or
chassis). Once the CRUSH ruleset is created, you can also list the same using the “CRUSH Rule” >> “List”
CRUSH Rule menu sub-option.

Take the same CRUSH hierarchy in the section of Create CRUSH Buckets as an example. If you want Ceph to
write replicated data to OSDs located in different chassis installed in different racks, you shall select the root as
cage1 and the failure domain as the rack. You could also select the device class as HDD or SSD. For pools that
use this CRUSH rule, data written to these pools will always be stored in the specified type of storage device.
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Rename Bucket Type

The default CRUSH hierarchy is the root, region, zone, datacenter, room, pod, PDU, row, rack, chassis & host.
You may want to rename the bucket types and let it fit your environment.
Click the Bucket Type Rename to open the window to change the CRUSH bucket type names.
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Managing Ceph Pools – Your pool of resources to use

We have all MONs and OSDs added in the Ceph cluster. To use these resources, we need to create Ceph pools.
The Ceph storage system supports the notion of “Pools”, which are logical partitions for storing objects. Ceph
clients retrieve a cluster map from a Ceph monitor and write objects to pools. The pool’s size or the number of
replicas, the CRUSH ruleset, and the number of placement groups determine how Ceph will place the data.

Pools set at least the following parameters:
● Ownership/Access to Objects
● The Number of Placement Groups, and
● The CRUSH Ruleset to Use.

We can use this web-page to create, edit and delete the pools. Adding a Cache tier is also possible.

PG Number

Each pool has a number of placement groups(PG). CRUSH maps PGs to OSDs dynamically. When a Ceph Client
stores objects, CRUSH will assign each object to a placement group. Please carefully plan the number before
you create a pool. Use the Ceph PG Calculator to help you plan the PG numbers. To get the best performance,
let each OSD store 50 ~ 100 PGs, and make sure the PG number of each pool is the power of two. Please refer
to the ceph document for how to optimize the number of PG. The table below is the recommendations of PG
numbers in a cluster. For example, if the maximum number of PGs is 512 + 128, you could create a single pool
with 512 PGs or build three pools with PGs 256, 256 & 128.

OSD Numbers Pool Type Max PGs in a cluster Actual PGs per OSD

7 Replicated Pool, Size 3 128 + 64 82

7 Erasure Coded Pool, 4+2 128 110
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21 Replicated Pool, Size 3 512 + 128 91

21 Erasure Coded Pool, 4+2 256 73

Creating Ceph Pool

We can create two types of pools based on choice from the drop-down menu.

Create Replicated Pool

This is the default choice when creating a pool, meaning every object is copied on multiple disks as per the
replica defined while creating the pool.
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You need to specify the following while creating a Replicated pool.

● Pool name: the name of the replicated pool to create.
● *PG: number of placement groups. Each pool has a number of placement groups. CRUSH maps PGs to

OSDs dynamically. When a Ceph Client stores objects, CRUSH will map each object to a placement
group.

● *Replica Size: The Ceph Storage Cluster was designed to store at least two copies of an object (i.e.,
size = 2), which is the minimum requirement for data safety. For high availability, a Ceph Storage Cluster
should store more than three copies of an object. The default pool size is 3.

● *CRUSH Ruleset: The CRUSH ruleset to use. CRUSH maps PGs to OSDs dynamically. When a Ceph
Client stores objects, CRUSH will map each object to a placement group.

● *Quota: this can be used to set a quota on the pool for the maximum number of bytes.
● *Compression Status: You can click the “Disable” icon to enable the compression. Or, click again the

“Enable” icon to disable the compression.
● *Compression Required Ratio: The ratio of the size of the data chunk after compression relative to the

original size must be at least this small in order to store the compressed version. If the size of the data
chunk is not reduced sufficiently it will not be used and the original (uncompressed) data will be stored.
For example, if the compression required ratio is set to .85 then the compressed data must be 85% of
the size of the original (or smaller).

Note:
1) You can edit those settings marked with an * after the pool is created by using the Edit feature.
2) Changing PG, Replica Size and CRUSH Ruleset will cause data to relocate. Make sure the change won’t
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impact on your storage service.

Erasure Code Profile

An erasure-coded pool stores each object as K+M chunks. It is divided into K data chunks and M coding
chunks. The pool is configured to have a size of K+M so that each chunk is stored in an OSD in the acting set.
For instance, an erasure-coded pool is created to use five OSDs (K+M = 5) and sustain the loss of two of them
(M = 2).

Prior to creating an Erasure pool, we should have an Erasure profile to be used in place.

Create the Erasure Code Profiles

Since UVS 2.14-16, we choose "CLAY code plugin" as a default erasure coding algorithm. Compared to the
previous algorithm jerasure plugin, the "CLAY code" improves the recovery speed and keeps read/write
performance. UVS manager creates a default profile "ec4p2_host" with k=4 and m=2 for you. You can define
new profiles to meet your requirements. (UVS manager automatically sets the parameter "d" of CLAY code to
(k+m-1) for best practice.

Click the “Ceph” >> “Erasure Profile” sub-menu option to create a new Erasure profile.

Following inputs are required to create a new Erasure Profile:

● Profile Name: Name of the Erasure profile to create.
● Number of Object Chunks (K): The number of data chunks, i.e. the number of chunks in which the

original object is divided.
● Number of Coding Chunks (M): The number of coding chunks, i.e. the number of additional chunks

computed by the encoding functions.
● Select Root: Select the CRUSH root you want to apply to this erasure code profile.
● Ruleset Failure Domain: Select the failure domain which will apply to this profile.
● Select Device Class: The usable device classes are default, hdd & ssd. You shall specify the device

class for this erasure code profile. If you have both SSD and HDD devices in your cluster, Ceph will store
data in the specified device class for pools using this profile. If you select “default” as the device class,
ceph ignores the device class for storing data.
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Create Erasure Coded pool

Now that we have the Erasure profile, let us proceed to create an Erasure pool.

The following information needs to be entered while creating an Erasure-coded pool. Choosing the right profile is
important because it cannot be modified after the pool is created.

● Pool Name: the name of the erasure pool to create.
● *PG: number of placement groups. Each pool has a number of placement groups. CRUSH maps PGs to

OSDs dynamically. When a Ceph Client stores objects, CRUSH will map each object to a placement
group.

● Application: There are three selections which are File Storage, Block Storage, and Object Storage.
● Erasure Profile: the name of the Erasure code profile to use.
● *Quota: this can be used to set a quota on the pool for the maximum number of bytes.
● *Compression Status: You can click the “Disable” icon to enable the compression. Or, click again the

“Enable” icon to disable the compression.
● *Compression Required Ratio: The ratio of the size of the data chunk after compression relative to the

original size must be at least this small in order to store the compressed version. If the size of the data
chunk is not reduced sufficiently it will not be used and the original (uncompressed) data will be stored.
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For example, if the compression required ratio is set to .85 then the compressed data must be 85% of
the size of the original (or smaller).

If the erasure code pool is created for RBD image (Block Device) use, UVS will create an extra replicated
metadata pool.
Erasure code pool size is the sum of K & M. You have to select the proper failure domain which has a larger size
than the required pool size. For example, if you want to create a K=4, M=2 erasure code pool, and you shall have
more than six chassis to use for your failure domain. Otherwise, please select the host as its failure domain,
defined in the erasure code profile if you have more than 6 OSD nodes.

Note:
1) You can edit those settings marked with an * after the pool is created by using the “Edit” feature.
2) Changing PG will cause data to relocate. Make sure the change won’t impact on your storage service.
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Delete Ceph Pools

We can delete the Ceph pools not being used. Before deleting the pool, please ensure that there is no data in the
pool.

Cache Tiering

A cache tier provides Ceph Clients with better I/O performance for a subset of the data stored in a backing
storage tier. Cache tiering involves creating a pool of relatively fast/expensive storage devices (e.g., solid-state
drives) configured to act as a cache tier, and a backing pool of either erasure-coded or relatively slower/cheaper
devices configured to act as an economical storage tier. The Ceph handles where to place the objects and the
tiering agent determines when to flush objects from the cache to the backing storage tier. So the cache tier and
the backing storage tier are completely transparent to Ceph clients.

We can set the cache tier for Erasure pools from the "Ceph" >> "Pools" page. Click the "+Cache Tier" option in
front of the respective pool to add a replicated pool as a Cache Tier for the same.

Once you set any Replicated pool as Caching Tier for an Erasure pool, you get an option to remove Caching Tier,
if ever needed in future operations.
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Create RBD Images: Very own Block devices to map and use

Before you can add a block device to a client node, you must create an image for it in the Ceph Storage Cluster.
RBD images are simple block devices that are striped over objects and stored in a RADOS object store. The size
of the objects the image is striped over must be a power of two. Ceph Block Device images are thin
provisioned. They don’t actually use any physical storage until you begin saving data to them. However, they do
have a maximum capacity that you set with the image size option.

After you map a Ceph block device to a client, it can be formatted with a file system and can be mounted. Or it
can be used as a RAW partition. OpenStack components such as Cinder and Glance use block devices. Ceph
block storage has many advantages. It supports snapshots and cloning.

You can create a new RBD image, Resize it, Delete an existing image or do Snapshot operations from "Ceph" >>
"Images" sub-menu.

Creating a Ceph RBD Image

Click the “+Create Image” button to create a new RBD image.
Enter the following information to create a new RBD block image.
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● Select Pool: from the drop-down, select the Pool name in which the created image will be stored. Only
the pools that set the application as Block Storage(rbd) are in the drop-down list.

● Image Name: the name to identify the RBD block image. This is helpful while mapping the same to the
Ceph client as a raw block device.

● Image Size: The size of the image to be created.
● Object Size: Specifies the object size. The default object size is 4 MB, the smallest is 4K and the

maximum is 32M.

Resizing RBD Images

Once you create an RBD Image, it can also be resized to allocate more space for the block device.
Click the "Resize" button in front of the respective image and you will get a new pop-up, which allows you to
enter the new Image Size.
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Delete RBD Images

Any image, not being used can be deleted by clicking the Delete button in front of that particular image.

You will get a confirmation page with a warning that this process is irreversible and data deleted will not be
recovered. Click "Delete" to delete the RBD image.
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RBD Snapshots

When we discuss the salient features of the Ambedded UniVirStor Manager, the discussion will not be complete
without talking about Snapshots and clones.

A snapshot is a read-only copy of the state of an image at a particular point in time. One of the advanced
features of Ceph block devices is that you can create snapshots of the images to retain a history of an image’s
state. Ceph also supports snapshot layering, which allows you to clone images.

Note: If a snapshot is taken while I/O is still in progress in an image, the snapshot might not get the exact or
latest data of the image and the snapshot may have to be cloned to a new image to be mountable. So, we
recommend stopping I/O before taking a snapshot of an image. If the image contains a filesystem, the filesystem
must be in a consistent state before taking a snapshot. To stop I/O you can use the fsfreeze command. See
fsfreeze(8) man page for more details. For virtual machines, qemu-guest-agent can be used to automatically
freeze filesystems when creating a snapshot.

To create a snapshot of an RBD image, click the "Snapshot" option, which will take you to the Snapshot
management web page.

"Ceph" >> "Images" menu page could be used to create a new Snapshot, delete a snapshot, rollback to the
earlier saved snapshot state or create a Clone from a snapshot.

RBD Snapshots Management

You can use UVS manager to create a snapshot manually or create a scheduled to do snapshots periodically.
The features of snapshot management include:

● Create snapshots manually
● Create snapshot schedules
● Purge all snapshots
● Edit/Delete a schedule
● Rollback a snapshot
● Clone a snapshot

Click "Snapshot" beside a RBD image to switch to the snapshot management page.
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Create a Snapshot Manually

Click the + Create Snapshot button to create a new snapshot.

Once the snapshot is created, it will show in the list with other options for the same.

Create a Snapshot Schedule

Click the Create Snapshot Schedule button.

Firt, you have to give the schedule a name. The snapshot schedule name is used to identify a schedule. It is not
related to the snapshot name. UVS manager will give every snapshot a name based on the time the snapshots
are taken.
Then please Fill or select the frequency, weekdays, Start/End hour and maximum number of scheduled
snapshots.
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When snapshot schedule is enabled, UVS manager will keep maximum number of snapshot set plus the
protected snapshots.

Edit and Delete a Schedule

You can edit the schedule to change it by clicking the edit buttom.

You can also delet schedule by clicking the buttom.

Multiple schedules for a RBD is allowed.
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Multiple schedules can be set.

Delete Snapshot
Selected snapshot can be deleted by clicking on the Delete button against the snapshot. You can also delete
all snapshots at a time by using the purge option.

Note: If there is a clone image of a snapshot, you can’t delete that snapshot. You have to flatten that cloned
image before you delete the snapshot.
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Purge Snapshot
You can also delete all snapshots of an image by using the Purge Snapshot. Click the snapshot icon of an image
and click the “Delete All Snapshots [Purge]”

Rollback
Rolling back an image to a snapshot means overwriting the current version of the image with data from a
snapshot.
To Rollback to an earlier stage of RBD Image, click the “Rollback” button in front of Snapshot. A pop-up will
come up with a warning. You shall unmount and un-map the image during the process.

The time it takes to execute a rollback increases with the size of the image.
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Snapshot Clone
This takes us to Clone from a Snapshot. This is also a very important feature of the Ambedded UVS Manager.
Ceph supports the ability to create many copy-on-write (COW) clones of a block device snapshot. Snapshot
layering enables Ceph block device clients to create images very quickly. A snapshot is read-only, so cloning a
snapshot simplifies semantics–making it possible to create clones rapidly. Each cloned image (child) stores a
reference to its parent image, which enables the cloned image to open the parent snapshot and read it. A COW
clone of a snapshot behaves exactly like any other Ceph block device image. You can read to, write from, clone,
and resize cloned images.

Create a Clone – copy-on-write child
To clone a snapshot, specify you need to specify the parent pool, image and snapshot; and, the child pool and
image name.

Once cloning is complete, you will be able to see it in both the web-page of Clone and Ceph Image as shown
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below.

Flatten a cloned image – Detaching child from a parent
Cloned images retain a reference to the parent snapshot. When you remove the reference from the child clone to
the parent snapshot, you effectively “flatten” the image by copying the information from the snapshot to the
clone.

To flatten an image, click the “Flatten” button against the Clone name.

Click on Flatten to start the process. The time it takes to flatten a clone increases with the size of the snapshot.

Once the flattening process is complete, the clone image will be removed from the clone page but you can still
find it in the selected pool as an independent image.
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Since a flattened image contains all the information from the snapshot, a flattened image will take up more
storage space than a layered clone.
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RBD Mirroring - Asynchronous replicate your block device to

another Ceph cluster for disaster protection

The RBD Mirroring service mirrors RBD images asynchronously between two Ceph clusters. Since the Ceph
Pacific version 16.2.x the new snapshot based RBD mirroring is stable for production.
Snapshot based mirroring uses periodically scheduled or manually created RBD image mirror-snapshots to
replicate crash-consistent RBD images between clusters. The remote cluster will determine any data or metadata
updates between two mirror-snapshots and copy the deltas to its local copy of the image. With the help of the
RBD fast-diff image feature, updated data blocks can be quickly determined without the need to scan the full
RBD image. Since this mode is not as fine-grained as journaling, the complete delta between two snapshots will
need to be synced prior to use during a failover scenario. Any partially applied set of deltas will be rolled back at
the moment of failover.
You can mirror all images in specific pools or the particular images from the primary cluster to the secondary
cluster. The primary cluster is the cluster where its RBD images are replicated to the cluster on another site. The
secondary or non-primary cluster is the cluster that stores the RBD images mirrored from the primary cluster.
Please refer to the Ceph document for details of RBD mirroring.

Before getting started, there are things to keep in mind:
1. Each instance of the rbd-mirror daemon must be able to connect to both the local and remote Ceph

clusters simultaneously (i.e. all monitor and OSD hosts). Additionally, the network must have
sufficient bandwidth between the two data centers to handle the mirroring workload.

2. The rbd-mirroring service shall run on a monitor node or Linux server. You could use the Ceph monitor
node or another server machine as the mirroring server. You can deploy the mirroring server on an
independent machine to get better performance. We recommend you to deploy the mirroring server at
the secondary site.

3. Since version 2.16.19, UVS manager uses the snapshot based mirroring to take the advantages of
snapshot mode mirroring. It supports the kernel RBD and user space RBD. UVS manager provides the
configurable automated snapshot schedule to synchronize the differences between snapshots.

4. During the RBD mirroring, the replicated image is operation-protected. Unless you do the promotion, you
can’t execute any operation on the replicated image.

By using UVS manager, you can deploy and manage the RBD mirroring with following features.
❖ Deploy rbd mirror service on Monitor node.
❖ Initial bidirectional mirroring between two Ceph clusters.
❖ Add multiple mirroring sites
❖ Mirror designated RBD images or all RBD images in the pools.
❖ Automatically create a pool at the secondary site if the target pool does not exist in the secondary

cluster.
❖ Remove mirror peers
❖ Add/remove snapshot schedules.
❖ View snapshot and sync status
❖ Promote/Demote pools
❖ Destroy Mirroring
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Create RBD Mirroring

Click the “Create Mirroring” icon. Fill the necessary information in the dialog box.
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Role: The primary site is the local site that you are using the UVS manager to create the mirroring. The
secondary site is the remote target site you want to mirror the RBD image to.
MON IP of Primary Cluster: This is the monitor node IP address of the host that you are using the UVS
manager. UVS manager will deploy a mirroring service on this host. The rbd-mirror daemon is responsible for
pulling image updates from the remote peer cluster and applying them to the image within the local cluster.
Primary Site Name: This is the name you give it to the local site. Using the city name as the site name is a good
choice. You can use capital letters without space for the site name. We use LosAngeles here as an example.
MON IP of Secondary Cluster: The monitor IP address of a monitor node at the secondary Ceph cluster. The
UVS manager will deploy a mirroring service on that host to pull the image updates from the remote peer cluster
and apply them to the image within the local cluster.
Secondary Site Name: This is the name you want to give it to the secondary site. We use NewYork as an
example here.

Click the Next button to proceed with the process.

After creating the RBD Mirroring, the UVS manager will display the main page of RDB mirroring.
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Add Mirror Schedule

The next step is to add a Mirroring schedule to tell the UVS manager which RBD images you want to enable the
mirroring and the period between two snapshots.
After setting the schedule, the UVS manager will immediately take a snapshot of all the specified images. Then,
the mirroring service will start to sync data to the remote site. The time for completing the first time sync
depends on the size of the RBD images and the network speed between the two clusters.

Click the Add Mirror Schedule button at the upper left corner to activate the dialog box.

After you select a pool, you will see the available images.
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Click the + icon beside the Add All Images or the images you want to mirror. You can remove the RBD images
from the list by clicking the - icon.

Set the mirror frequency and click the NEXT button to proceed to the mirroring schedule setting.
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After the UVS manager completes adding the schedule, you will see the Mirror Status. The icon P on the Role
column states the images of that row are primary images.
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Show Mirror Status Details

Click the View Images button to view the details of every image. You can remove an image from mirroring by
clicking the cross icon X .

Add Additional Images for Mirroring

To add images to the mirroring, you can click the Add Mirror Schedule button and follow the steps you did for
the first pool.
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You can also view the mirror status from the remote cluster (New York). The icon S implies these images are
non-primary images mirrored from the remote site (Los Angeles). You can view the image status details by
clicking the View Images button. But, you can not make any changes to the non-primary images.

Add Mirroring to Mirror Images from the Other Site

After creating the mirroring to replicate images from site A to site B, you can also set up mirroring to mirror
images from site B to site A.
Use the UVS manager at site B to set up the mirroring from site B to site A.
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Remove a Mirror

You can remove a mirror of all images in a pool by clicking the Remove Mirror button. After removing the mirror,
the rbd mirror service will stop mirroring all images in the pool. The remote cluster will remain the images. These
images’ mirror status on the RBD page will be changed to Disabled.
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Failover & Failback - Promotion, Demotion

The RBD images which are mirroring to a remote site are defined as primary images. Primary images can be
mounted/accessed by their clients. The non-primary images are those images mirrored from a remote site. You
can find the Mirror status of each image on the UVS manager Ceph→ Images page.

After setting up the rbd-mirroring, you can find a “Promote” or “Demote” button at the Action column at the right
side of each pool.
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In a failover scenario, suppose the local cluster fails, and you cannot access the local images. Before the clients
can mount/access the remote backup images, you have to promote the remote site non-primary images to
primary images. To promote the images, please click the Promote icon. Then, clients can mount/access the
images from the remote site. After the failed local cluster returns to normal, you have to sync the accumulated
changes to the local RBD images before clients can switch to the local storage. Follow the steps below for the
failback.

1. Open the local cluster UVS manager. Demote the local images by clicking the Demote icon.
2. After the demotion is complete, the mirroring service will start to copy the differences from the remote

site to the local site at the next snapshot time .
3. Wait for the synchronization to be complete. The total time of completing the synchronization depends

on the amount of accumulated differences during the failover.
4. Stop the client’s IO (e.g., unmount images or turn off the VMs).
5. Promote the local images and demote the remote images.
6. Wait for the completion of image promotion and demotion.
7. The image mirror status display on the UVS manager RBD Mirroring page will show OK when the

mirroring direction is successfully changed.
8. Clients now can switch to access the local images.

Add More Sites for RBD Mirroring

If you have more than two sites, you can use UVS manager to add the third or more sites to mirror their RBD
images to other sites. The prerequisite is that you have set up the mirroring for two sites. For example, if you
want to add the third site and back up the local images to one of the other sites. Follow the steps below to add a
new site for mirroring.

1. Open the UVS manager of the site you want to mirror to.
2. Go to the RBD mirroring page and click + Add Site to set up the mirroring.
3. Enter the IP address and the site name of the third site.
4. Wait for the UVS manager to complete the mirroring setup.
5. Open the third site’s UVS manager and navigate to the RBD mirroring page.
6. Click the Add Mirror Schedule button and select the site you want to mirror your images to.
7. Select the pool/images you want to add to the mirroring.
8. Select the snapshot schedule and click the NEXT button to proceed to the mirroring schedule setting.
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Destroy Mirroring

If you want to disable all of the mirroring peer relationships, you can use the Destroy Mirroring feature to remove
all mirroring peers. It will not delete the mirrored non-primary pools and images. The mirror status of all images
will become disabled.
You can re-establish the mirroring after the mirroring is destroyed.
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CephX Authentication

Ceph provides two authentication modes:
● No authentication: Any user can access data without authentication.
● Cephx: Ceph user authentication, similar to Kerberos.

UVS manager enables the CephX by default.

Note: If you disable authentication, you are at risk of a man-in-the-middle attack altering your client/server
messages, which could lead to disastrous security effects. UVS manager enables CephX authentication as the
default setting.

When the Cephx is enabled, Ceph looks for the keyring in the default search path, which is stored in
/etc/ceph/keyring. You can override this location by adding a keyring option in the [global] section of
/etc/ceph/ceph.conf configuration file.

Cephx uses shared secret keys for authentication, meaning both the client and the monitor cluster have a copy
of the client's secret key. The authentication protocol is such that both parties can prove each other. They have a
copy of the key without actually revealing it. This protocol provides mutual authentication, which means the
cluster is sure the user possesses the secret key, and the user is sure that the cluster has a copy of the secret
key.

For production environments, you should create users and assign pool access to the users.
Ambedded UniVirStor Manager helps you create Ceph users and bind them to desired pools with permissions.
That can allow a particular user to make changes, whereas restricting another user to be read-only access.

Click the "CephX" Auth option under CEPH main menu option. You will get to the CephX Auth web-page, which
allows you to create CephX User, its associated keyring, bind to pool, and assign permissions to it.

Create CephX User

Click the “+New User” button to create a new CephX user.
Click “Create” to add the user.
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User will be created and a keyring will be created with default permissions.

Once you have edited the capabilities as per requirement, you shall go ahead to edit his capability before
download the keys and share them with the Ceph client nodes.

Edit CephX User

Click "Edit" to edit the user capabilities. The Capability field lets you edit the user capability of OSD to a
specified pool.

Click the "Allow Capabilities MDS" for Ceph Filesystem users.

Some Examples:
allow rw pool=rbd ; allow the user to read and write to the rbd pool named rbd
allow * ; allow capability for administrator

Click "Update" to save the changes. ( NOTE: Add capabilities one per line only )
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After updating the user’s capabilities, the user’s keyring is ready for use by the client. For a client to access the
Ceph pool using the created user, the client should have the User Keyring as well as the Ceph configuration file.

Ambedded UVS Manager assists in downloading the created user Keyring and Ceph Configuration file by
clicking the "Download Key" button against the required CephX user. The full name of the key is like
client.x.$username, and the id to the key is x.$username. The commands below are the example for listing rbd
pool.

# rbd ls -p rbd -c /root/ceph.conf -k /root/ceph.client.x.ambedded.keyring --name client.x.ambedded
# rbd ls -p rbd -c /root/ceph.conf -k /root/ceph.client.x.ambedded.keyring --id x.ambedded
# rbd ls -p rbd -c /root/ceph.conf -k /root/ceph.client.x.ambedded.keyring --user x.ambedded

If the user is not required anymore, you can delete the user by clicking the "Delete" button.
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Ceph Object Storage

Ceph object gateway provides object storage to the Ceph cluster. Ceph object gateway is also known as Rados
gateway. Rados gateway acts like a proxy that converts HTTP requests to RADOS requests and vice versa. It
provides OpenStack Swift and Amazon S3 compatible object storage. The rados gateway daemon is used to
interact with librgw library and librados. The Ceph object store supports three interfaces. It provides an Amazon
S3 compatible interface, OpenStack Swift compatible interface and an admin API which provides an HTTP
restful API to access the Ceph cluster.

RADOS Gateway Management

Ceph Object Storage uses the Ceph Object Gateway daemon (radosgw) for interacting with a Ceph Storage
Cluster. Since it provides interfaces compatible with OpenStack Swift and Amazon S3, the Ceph Object Gateway
has its own user management.

UVS manager supports deploying RGW on Mars500 hist or external Arm64 and x86 VM/hosts.
The hardware recommendations for x86 server:

1. CPU: 4 cores or more
2. RAM: 32 GB
3. Network: 10Gbps

Prepare Software on External Server Nodes

UVS manager supports deploy RGW on Arm64 or x86 servers to get better performance. You have to install
necessary software packages and make proper configurations before you can use the UVS manager to deploy
and manage your external RADOS gateways. Please follow this article or Appendix 2 to have the prerequisites
ready for RGW. You don't need to install extra software on Mars 500 to deploy RGW on Mars500.

From the Ceph Pacific release onward, Ceph has to pull docker images with specific SHA. UVS deploy Ceph
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services in a private network environment that needs a local registry server. So, UVS has a local registry server
for Arm64 Docker images. Deploying RGW on external Arm64 servers can use the UVS local registry server.
But, for deploying RGW on external x86 servers, please contact Ambedded Helpdesk to set up a local multi
architecture registry server.

Click on “Object Storage” >> “RADOS Gateway” option to configure an RGW for the Ceph cluster.

New deployed RGWs are multi-site ready. You can use it for standalone usage or deploy another Ceph cluster in
the future when you want to make the object storage support multi-site usage. UVS manager supports creating
multi-site ready RADOS Gateways (RGW) on Mars nodes or external Arm64 and x86 servers.

Create RADOS Gateway

Click the “+RADOS Gateway” >> “Create RGW”

Select the node you want to make as RADOS Gateway and select a CRUSH ruleset for object placement
strategy. Configure a PG number for the data pool. UVS has three options for SSL encryption, None, self-signed
or uses your own certification keys.

If you select the Internal, you can select a monitor node to colocate the RGW from the drop-down list.
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Creating RADOS Gateways on external servers

If you want to create the RADOS gateways on external servers, choose External and provide it’s IP address and
root password.

Configure RGW Pools

Ceph RGW need RADOS pools for different purpose. The major pool to store object data is the bucket.data
pool. UVS manager allows you to use a replicate pool or erasure code data pool. Please refer to the following
picture.

● First, you shall fill the name of realm, zone group and zone. These names are for supporting multi site
operation. Please refer to the ceph document for Multi-Site operation details. If you are going to have
single-site for now, you staill have to fill the realm, zone group and one names for this set up. This also
allows you to enable the multi-site support in the future.

● The Global CRUSH Rule allows you to select the replica 3 CRUSH rule for all pools exclude the
bucket.data as the bucket.data pool will be configured seperately. The UVS manager will set the proper
number of PG for you.

● For the bucket data pool that majorly used for storing objects, you have choices to use replica or
erasure code and give it a proper number of PG.
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Please refer following picture of using replica and erasure code pool for bucket data.
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SSL Encryption Options

You have three options for the SSL encryption:
1. NON SSL: http only.
2. Self-Siigned SSL: The UVS manager will use self-signed SSL certificate
3. SSL with upload certificate: You can upload your own certificate and SSL key.

Multiple RGW instances

If you select Non-SSL encryption for your RADOS Gateway, you have the option to deploy multiple RADOS
Gateway services in a host with predefined ports by the UVS manager. If you are using SSL encryption for the
RGW, please contact Ambedded support team for the support.
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Click create to start the process of deploying the RGW.

After successfully deploying RGW on the selected host, you shall use the User Management function to create
users for Amazon S3 and OpenStack Swift object storage. Then the RGW is ready for you to use.
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You can test your RGW simply by entering its IP address and API port on any browser. For example,
192.168.1.111:7480. You will get a similar output on the browser.

You can also create additional RADOS Gateways on other hosts by UVS manager.

Note:
After the process of creating additional RGW is completed and The UVS manager return to the RGW page, you
shall wait for about 30 seconds to have the new RGW up and running. Click the refresh button
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Delete RADOS Gateway

If you want to replace or remove RGW but keep the data, you shall use the “Delete” feature to remove and clean
up the RGW container. This function purges only the ceph information on the RGW container, but no RADOS
data will be deleted. Once you deleted the external RGW, you could deploy a new one anytime.
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Ceph Object Storage User Management

Create New Users

As mentioned earlier, Ceph Object Gateway has its own user management. You can access this menu from
“Object Storage” >> “User Management” menu.

You will be presented with a pop-up to create a new Object Storage user for Swift and S3 compatible interfaces.

Enter the UID of the new user and a Full name to identify the new user. Once the user is successfully created,
you will get the user listed with Swift and S3 keys.

After you create the user, you can copy the keys and UID for S3 and Swift use.

Edit User Quota

Once the user is created, you can edit the user quota clicking the “Edit Quota” button against User.
Put 0 (zero) in “Quota” to disable quota for the respective user.
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Delete a User

The user can be deleted as well by clicking “Delete” in front of the user.
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Ceph Object Storage Pool management – RGW own pools

Ceph Object Gateways require Ceph Storage Cluster pools to store specific gateway data. If the user you
created has permissions, the gateway will create the pools automatically. However, you should ensure that you
have set an appropriate default number of placement groups per pool.

This task can be handled using Pool Management from “Object Storage” >> “Pool Management”

It takes you to the page from which you can edit the RADOSGW pools, including moving the pools from
Replicated to Erasure and vice-versa. You can also modify the CRUSH Ruleset and number of Placement
Groups for each pool.

By default, 19 RADOS Gateway pools are created and all the rgw pools have 8 Placement groups except
default.rgw.buckets.data and default.rgw.buckets.index. The default.rgw.buckets.index has 32 placement
groups. You can enter the number of placement group of default.rgw.buckets.data when you create the RGW.

Please refer to the on-line Ceph PG calculator for recommended PG numbers of all RGW pools. You can use the
UVS manager Object Storage Pool Management edit function to adjust the PG number and other details of these
RGW pools.
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Editing RADOS Gateway Pools

The selected pool Replica size, CRUSH Ruleset and the number of Placement groups can be modified using the
Edit button against each pool.
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This just saved you from the hassle of configuring RGW gateway and create/manage users to use the Gateway
for interaction with Ceph cluster.
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Setting Up Multi-Site RADOS Gateways

Ceph supports Active-Active multi-site installation to make data available on multiple different locations.
Check the Ceph document for details. https://docs.ceph.com/en/latest/radosgw/multisite/

This user guide will help to set up MultiSite S3 Rados Gateway using UniVirStore Manager.

Steps to Build Multi-Site RADOS Gateways

1. You must have two or more Ceph clusters.
2. Rados gateways from different clusters should be able to ping each other.
3. The Ceph cluster at secondary zone shall not have RGW service.
4. Create one or more RGW from the Master Zone Ceph cluster.
5. Download the configuration file from the Master Zone
6. Create one or more Secondary RGW from the Secondary Zone Ceph cluster.
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Creating Master RADOS Gateway

Please follow the steps in the chapter RADOS Gateway Management for how to deploy your RGW for the Master
Zone.

Creating Secondary RADOS Gateway

To add another Ceph Cluster to an existing RADOS Cluster you need to create it as a Secondary RADOS
Gateway. You will need the below information from the Master Zone.

- One of the Master Zone RGW IP
- REALM
- ZONEGROUP

Your secondary zones shall use the same Realm and Zone Group names as the Master Zone. And you shall use
the different Zone names as the Master Zone.

1. Log in to the UVS Manager at Master Zone.
2. Click the Download Config from the Master Zone to download the configuration file.
3. Login to the UVS Manager at the Secondary Zone.
4. Under “Object Storage" >> "RADOS Gateway", Click on “+ RADOS Gateway” and Select “MultiSite -

Secondary”
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5. Select Internal or External host for deploying the RGW.
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6. Click the Upload RGW Config
7. Select the Master RGW IP Address
8. The following page will ask you to enter New Secondary Zone Name, CRUSH Rule for RGW pools, the

number for PG for the RGW Bucket Data Pool and SSL Encryption Option.
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9. Click “Create”

3. This will create a MultiSite Secondary RADOS Gateway on the selected node.
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4. Click on “Zone Map” to see more details.

Promoting Secondary to Master

1. Under “Object Storage” >> “RADOS Gateway”, Click on “Promote to Master” to make this Secondary
RADOS Gateway as Master RADOS Gateway
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iSCSI

Let us move to next section, which is Storage, more precisely, using iSCSI to mount RBD as Block device on
client end.

The iSCSI gateway is integrating Ceph Storage with the iSCSI standard to provide a Highly Available (HA) iSCSI
target that exports RADOS Block Device (RBD) images as SCSI disks. The iSCSI protocol allows clients
(initiators) to send SCSI commands to SCSI storage devices (targets) over a TCP/IP network. This allows for
heterogeneous clients, such as Microsoft Windows, to access the Ceph Storage cluster.
With Ceph iSCSI gateway you can effectively run a fully integrated block-storage infrastructure with all the
features and benefits of a conventional Storage Area Network (SAN).

With the Ceph RBD as iSCSI backend, iSCSI service has no single point of failure and can scale out its capacity
and performance on demand. UVS manager support multiple iSCSI gateways failover and multi-path IO to
provide high availability iSCSI service.

iSCSI Gateway

UVS manager support using internal Monitor nodes and external x86 servers as the iSCSI gateways. There are
two options to set up your iSCSI gateways.
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Run iSCSI gateways on Mars monitor nodes

1. Create iSCSI gateway on the Mars monitor nodes. Click the button on the Storage→
iSCSI page of the UVS manager.

2. Select a RBD image. (You must create theRBD image in advance.)
3. Select the Block or FileIO as the iSCSI back store.
4. Fill the CHAP and ACL authentication. (This is optional)
5. Click on the Create button. The LUN target will be available on all monitor nodes.
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Option 2: Use external servers as the iSCSI gateways

Using internal monitor nodes as iSCSI gateway has the advantages of saving cost on an extra server. However,
colocate the iSCSI gateways will consume the Mars nodes’ CPU, Memory and Network resources. You shall test
the setup before you decide to use it for the production.

Create External iSCSI Gateway

Currently, Ubuntu 20.04 is supported as an External iSCSI Gateway.

Prerequisite

Make sure before proceeding. Further, the below prerequisites are met

1. Ubuntu 20.04 should be installed on as bare metal or VM
2. Port 22 & root account should be allowed for SSH connection

Steps to Create External Gateway

1. Once the above is done, log in to UVS Manager and navigate to “Storage” >> “iSCSI”
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2. Click on “Manage External Gateway”

3. Click on “Create External Gateway” to add a new gateway
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4. Type the “IP Address” and “Root Password” of External Gateway and click “Create”.

*Note: This may take time, depending on internet speed. If the page timeouts, don’t worry the operation
continues in the background. You can click on “Manage External Gateway” again to check if the gateway is
added to the list as shown below. If it is not shown, try adding it again. If still the issue persists, check the
output. It should match the above output.

Delete External iSCSI Gateway

1. Navigate to “Storage” >> “iSCSI”
2. Click on “Manage External Gateway”
3. Make sure there are no iSCSI clients (initiators) connected to the gateway. Click on the “Delete” button next to
the gateway IP Address.

Create LUN

Prerequisite

iSCSI LUN uses Ceph RBD image as it’s backend block storage. You have to create an RBD image for the LUN
before you create the LUN.

LUNs can be created either on “All Monitor Nodes (Internal)” or “All External Gateways”. Once a LUN is created, it
is ready to be used in HA by using iSCSI Multipath. You don’t have to create an iSCSI gateway on Monitor nodes
as they are all ready to work when the UVS manager is installed.

1. Create iSCSI LUN on*: Choose “All CEPH Monitors” or “All External Gateways”.
2. Backing Store (Pool/Image)*: Select the RBD pool & image that you have created.
3. Create iSCSI LUN Type*: Choose “Block” or “FileIO” LUN type.

For security reasons, the UVS manager does not support access control with IQN only. If you wish to use
the IQN-based ACL, you have to use both IQN and CHAP together. Type the Initiator IQN which can be found
in your client (initiator node). E.g. /etc/iscsi/initiator_name.iscsi on the client. You can also allow multiple clients
by entering initiator IQN one per line.
You can use CHAP without IQN. To use CHAP Authentication, please type the correct username and password.
If you don’t want to use access control, you can leave the IQN, CHAP ID, and password blank.
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4. Initiator Node IQN: The initiator IQN that is found in your clients.
5. CHAP UserID:
6. CHAP Password:

And click “Create”.

Hint: LUNs are created on multiple iSCSI gateways for multi-path IO use.
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Delete LUN

The image shows that the LUN is created on all Internal/External Gateways. You can delete the by clicking the
Delete button next to the LUN.

As this is a multi-path LUN it will also be deleted from all internal/External Gateways.
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Configuring The iSCSI Initiators

iSCSI Initiator for Microsoft Windows

Follow the below Link

https://docs.ceph.com/en/latest/rbd/iscsi-initiator-win/

iSCSI Initiator for VMware ESX

Follow the below Link

https://docs.ceph.com/en/latest/rbd/iscsi-initiator-esx/

iSCSI Initiator for Linux

The below example demonstrates connecting a CentOS Client to External or Internal iSCSI gateway and uses
Multipath

1. Install iSCSI Initiator Utils and multipathd

yum install iscsi-initiator-utils device-mapper-multipath

2. Enable Multipath

mpathconf --enable --with_multipathd y

systemctl enable multipathd
systemctl start multipathd

3. If you are using CHAP authentication edit /etc/iscsi/iscsid.conf and add the below 3 lines

node.session.auth.authmethod = CHAP
node.session.auth.username = username
node.session.auth.password = password

and restart iscsid service

systemctl status iscsid

4. Discover All Target

[root@localhost ~]# iscsiadm -m discovery -t st -p 192.168.1.44
192.168.1.44:3260,1 iqn.2003-01.org.linux-iscsi.aarch64:sn.00f3041e
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[root@localhost ~]# iscsiadm -m discovery -t st -p 192.168.1.45
192.168.1.45:3260,1 iqn.2003-01.org.linux-iscsi.aarch64:sn.00f3041e

5. Login using the discovered LUN, iqn.2003-01.org.linux-iscsi.aarch64:sn.00f3041e in this example

[root@localhost ~]# iscsiadm -m node -T iqn.2003-01.org.linux-iscsi.aarch64:sn.00f3041e -l
Logging in to [iface: default, target: iqn.2003-01.org.linux-iscsi.aarch64:sn.00f3041e, portal: 192.168.1.44,3260]
(multiple)
Logging in to [iface: default, target: iqn.2003-01.org.linux-iscsi.aarch64:sn.00f3041e, portal: 192.168.1.45,3260]
(multiple)
Login to [iface: default, target: iqn.2003-01.org.linux-iscsi.aarch64:sn.00f3041e, portal: 192.168.1.44,3260]
successful.
Login to [iface: default, target: iqn.2003-01.org.linux-iscsi.aarch64:sn.00f3041e, portal: 192.168.1.45,3260]
successful.

6. The Above 2 LUNs should be visible in multipath and block device list

[root@localhost ~]# multipath -ll
mpatha (3600140590aa2c72b55644d4a1985a5bc) dm-2 LIO-ORG ,pool1_image4
size=10G features='0' hwhandler='0' wp=rw
|-+- policy='service-time 0' prio=1 status=active
| `- 5:0:0:0 sdb 8:16 active ready running
`-+- policy='service-time 0' prio=1 status=enabled
`- 4:0:0:0 sda 8:0 active ready running

[root@localhost ~]# lsblk
NAME MAJ:MIN RM SIZE RO TYPE MOUNTPOINT
sda 8:0 0 10G 0 disk
└─mpatha 253:2 0 10G 0 mpath
sdb 8:16 0 10G 0 disk
└─mpatha 253:2 0 10G 0 mpath
vda 252:0 0 30G 0 disk
├─vda1 252:1 0 1G 0 part /boot
└─vda2 252:2 0 29G 0 part
├─centos-root 253:0 0 26G 0 lvm /
└─centos-swap 253:1 0 3G 0 lvm [SWAP]

7. Notice that a device-mapper name was given to the LUN, mpatha in this example

*NOTE: DO NOT USE THE /dev/sda /dev/sdb BLOCK DEVICES IN ANY CASE. THIS WILL CORRUPT ALL THE
DATE. INSTEAD USE /dev/mapper/mpatha

8. You can proceed further to format /dev/mapper/mpatha and just use it like any other device.
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Ceph Filesystem

The Ceph Filesystem (CephFS) is a POSIX-compliant filesystem that uses a Ceph Storage Cluster to store its
data. The Ceph filesystem uses the same Ceph Storage Cluster system as Ceph Block Devices, Ceph Object
Storage. Using the Ceph Filesystem requires at least one Ceph Metadata Server in your Ceph Storage Cluster.

Ambedded UniVirStor Manager helps you to create MDS servers, create Ceph FS and bind Data and Metadata
pools with the Ceph FS filesystem.

Creating CephFS

Click the "CephFS" menu to get to MDS / Ceph FS creation.

Under the CephFS drop-down, you get options to List the CephFS filesystem and Create a new CephFS
filesystem.

1. Click “+ Create” to create the CephFS.
2. Fill the Filesystem Name you like.
3. You can choose Auto and Manual for creating data and metadata pools for CepFS use.
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4. If you choose Auto mode, the UVS manager will automatically create two replica 3 pools with the default
replicated CRUSH rule (by the host). This mode is only recommended for POC testing only. Manual
mode enables you to get control of the pools.

5. If you choose Manual mode, you can use the existing pools or create new pools by giving the pool
name, type (replica or erasure code), number of PG and CRUSH rule. Cephfs requires a replica pool for
the metadata pool. You can’t use the erasure code pool for metadata.

6. Enter one or more Mars node IP addresses to deploy active metadata servers. Please use the Mars
nodes which do not have any Ceph daemon running on it as the active MDSs. You need at least one
metadata server for using the Ceph file system. Once you deploy the active MDS, UVS manager will
automatically deploy standby MDS on all Monitor nodes.

Auto Mode
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You can modify the data and metadata pools by using the Edit function on the Ceph→ Pool page to change
their replica size, CRUSH rule, number of PG, quota, and Compression settings.

Manual Mode
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Create More Metadata Servers
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You can create more active MDS to scale out the performance of metadata servers according to the load of
client users at any time.

1. Click the Create New MDS button.
2. Fill the IP address of nodes you want to deploy the MDS.
3. Click Create.

MDS Failover and Failback

CephFS is a high available file system. If any active MDS fails due to any reason, one of the standby MDS will
become active to keep the client services.

After the failed primary MDS goes online again, it will run as standby MDS. You can use the “Failback” feature to
make the primary MDS ACTIVE again. Click the “Failback” and wait for one to two minutes, finally, all MDS on
monitor nodes will become standby, and the primary MDS becomes Active.
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After failback, the primary MDS becomes active again.
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Integrating Ceph with OpenStack – Reliable Storage Backend

Cloud platforms like OpenStack require a storage system that is reliable, scalable, unified and distributed. Ceph
integrates easily with OpenStack components like cinder, glance, nova, and keystone. Ceph provides low-cost
storage for OpenStack, which helps in getting the cost down. Another advantage of using Ceph is that it
provides a unified storage solution for OpenStack. Ceph delivers file, object and block storage for OpenStack.
The Ceph block storage has capabilities like thin provisioning, snapshot, cloning, which helps to spin up VM’s
quickly and makes backing up and cloning of VM’s easy. The copy on write mechanism of Ceph allows
OpenStack to spin up many instances at once, Ceph can provide persistent boot volumes for OpenStack
instances. Ceph also provides API for swift and s3 storage interfaces.

For OpenStack components like Glance, Cinder and Nova to interact with Ceph, apart from configuration in
OpenStack .conf files, they also need to have CephX authentication for OpenStack users. This utility configures
the Users and authentication along with creating separate pools for each utility, namely; .glance for Glance,
.cinder for Cinder and .nova for use with Nova OpenStack components.
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Creating OpenStack Backend pools & Auth Keys

Click the "+ Create Backend Pools & Auth keys" button to create CephX authentication keys and respective
pools.

Once the process is complete, you will be presented with the page showing Ceph Users for Cinder, Glance and
Nova along with keys and a Download button to download the keys.

Download and save Keyring and ceph.conf file

UVS Manager helps you to generate the Ceph client keyring for client.glance, client.cinder and client.nova and
also the ceph.conf file, which can be downloaded and copied for client access.
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Click the "Download Key" button against each user to download the compressed file, which contains the
respective Ceph user authentication keyring along with the ceph.conf file

Creating OpenStack pools and users manually – Doing Ceph way

UVS Manager OpenStack option lets you create Pools and keys to use with OpenStack single click of key,
however, it doesn't allow us to create pools and CephX users with your defined values ( till as of now. We are
working to get this done your way !).
We need to follow the manual way of creating pools individually and then associating them with CephX users
along with managing capabilities required by Ceph for allowing OpenStack integration.
Refer Creating Ceph Pool for steps to create the pools.

Create a pool with a custom-defined name ( should be able to identify the purpose pool being used for ).
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Once the pools are created, we can go ahead to create the CephX users for respective pools association and
adding capabilities.
Ref section Create CephX User for steps to create CephX users.

You will get output similar to as shown below.

Notice the user being created. It has “.x” embedded to the user ID been created. We need to use the same
username with OpenStack also.
Now that we have Pool to be used with OpenStack and also a CephX user, we need to associate the pool and
CephX user using Ceph capabilities.
Refer Edit CephX User to edit or add capabilities to user.
Click Edit against the User to edit the User capabilities, i.e. assigning permissions/capabilities to pools.
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Capabilities will vary from CephX user to user and OpenStack version to different versions.
Once you have edited /added the capabilities, click Update. The output should be similar to as shown below.

We can follow the steps for other users as well as required by your OpenStack implementation.

Mitaka introduced the support of RBD snapshots while doing a snapshot of a Nova instance, we need to allow
the Cinder CephX user key write access as well to the Glance pool. Hence in the above snapshot, we see “ allow
rwx pool=ospglance”.
The below table shows the capabilities to use for respective pools :

Prior to Mitaka

Glance allow rwx pool=ospglance
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Cinder
allow rx pool=ospglance
allow rwx pool=ospcinder
allow rwx pool=ospnova

Nova
allow rwx pool=ospnova
allow rx pool=ospglance

After Mitaka

Glance allow rwx pool=ospglance

Cinder allow rwx pool=ospglance
allow rwx pool=ospcinder
allow rwx pool=ospnova

Nova allow rwx pool=ospnova
allow rx pool=ospglance

Once you have edited the capabilities as per requirement, you can go ahead and download the keys and share
them with the OpenStack nodes.
Remember to use user-name as client.x.<username>. The key is also created in the same way, e.g.
ceph.client.x.ospcinder.keyring
As we are nearing the end of this WebUI walk-through, we come to the menu option, which plays a core role in
the working of the Ceph cluster.
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Audit Logs – tracking the actions on WebUI

In this Audit Logs page, You can collect two types of logs.

Audit Logs

The first type is the audit log. The Audit Log can be used to automatically track every action undertaken by users
on the Ceph by UVS manager. It can record what time a user logged on, which action they performed and status
after the action was done.

You can also use the syslog server to forward the Audit Log to an external Syslog server.

Please type the IP address of the external rsyslog server and test it.

After test the rsyslog server, you shall click the “Update” button and apply it. Also, you could “Disable” the
rsyslog function in the same page.
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Output Logs – the details to the UVS operations

In this page, you could see the output logs of the UVS operations that you ever executed before. There are three
buttons, “Detail”, “View Log” & “Download”. These three functions help you to diagnostic the UVS operations.
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Prometheus

UVS version 2.14.17 and newer versions integrate Prometheus Ceph & node exporters. Prometheus is an
open-source project for monitoring and collecting system metrics with a dimensional data model.

Although Ceph has its own Prometheus module, for the high availability, we implement the UVS Prometheus
feature by independent exporters & Prometheus main services. The Prometheus ceph & node exporters are the
services that display the current status by the key-value. The Prometheus service collects the key-value and
makes it into a time-series database. In the UVS “Settings” menu, you could find a “Prometheus” page; click it,
and you’ll see the WebUI below.

Exporter services

The exporter services capture the current system metrics and export their key-values.

You could turn on/off the switches to enable/disable the exporter services.
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If you desire to know what kind of metrics the exporters share, please enable the services and check the URLs
on node’s port 9100 for node_exporter and port 9128 for ceph_exporter.

Prometheus service

Before you can use the Prometheus server, you shall use UVS to deploy the Prometheus service. First, you have
to select at least one monitor node as a Prometheus server. Before you push the “Create Prometheus” button,
you could decide the retention size and time for the Prometheus database.
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After the creation of the Prometheus server, UVS shows details about the Prometheus servers. You could check
the URL right now, and the link will take you to the Prometheus dashboard. Also, you could use the URL as a
data source of Grafana, to build a comprehensive monitoring system.

If you want to change the retention settings or disable the service, remember to click the “Apply Changes”
button. And the “Cleanup” is a function that will destroy all of the Prometheus data and service in the selected
node; please be careful.

In the Prometheus dashboard, you can search the metrics and see the time-series data. They are simple but
limited. Hence, the alternative solution for cluster monitoring is the combination of Prometheus and Grafana. Use
Mars nodes as the data source and build your Grafana server on another machine to get a robust monitoring
system.
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We’ve tested the following grafana dashboards for you. Please go to Grafana Labs and try the grafana IDs.

node exporter: 1860 & 8919
ceph exporter: 917
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Change the MTU of Mars Nodes

The default MTU value of Mars 400 Nodes is 1500. If you put the Mars 400 Ceph cluster int the jumbo frame
environment, you shall adjust the MTU setting via this function.

Fill the MTU value that you want and press the “Push MTU Setting to All Nodes” button. You will see the new
MTU has applied.
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Notification – Alerts on email

The Ceph cluster has been configured to send the status update using Notification to configured e-mail
addresses so that it is not required to have user monitor the Dashboard all the time. In case there is any warning
and error reported from Ceph, the user will get an email notification alert on predefined email addresses
according to the settings.

You need to fill the following required information to configure Notification feature after placing a Check-mark ( √
)on Enable Email Notification button.

◆ SMTP Host: the name or the IP address of the SMTP server to be used for sending Notification email
alert.

◆ SMTP Port: SMTP port for SMTP host.
◆ Recipients: e-mail address(es) of the recipient who should get the notification email alert.
◆ Username: e-mail address to be used to send an alert email message.
◆ Password: Password for the respective email address.

“Notification Times” is the number of repeat email notifications you would like to receive for every event. The
default number is 5 and you can enter a number or click the up/down arrow at the right side of input file to
change the setting.

You can use “Notify Frequency” to set the duration between each notification. There are two options.
1. UVS manager will send notifications every specified period until all repeated email notifications are sent. For
example, you can ask the UVS manager to send 5 repeated emails every 5 minutes right after a new event
happened.
2. UVS will repeatedly send email at the specified time after every specific hour(s). For example, when you
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choose “Notify 5 times” and “Notify Every 2 Hours in 1 Day at 45 min” and an event happens at 3:20AM, UVS
manager will send 5 emails at 3:20AM, 5:45AM, 7:45AM 9:45AM and 11:45AM.

Select the Change Password, enter new password and lastly click Update to update the password.
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Dashboard User – Edit and View rights

User admin is created when the UI is enabled. Additional users can be created by clicking the “+New User”
button.
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Enter Username, Password and Group for the new user and click “Create”.

The Password can be changed or user deleted by clicking the “Edit” button.
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Firmware Update

Notice:
UVS Manager updates may include the upgrade for web UI firmware, Ceph software, Linux kernel and
the Linux distribution. What is included in the update varies version by version. Please refer to the
release notes for the details of the update procedure.

In some cases, you have to upgrade the firmware on one of the Monitor nodes by the UVS admin console before
you can update all other nodes’ firmware by the UVS manager. Ther release note of every UVS release will have
detailed information for the complete update procedure.

You will get to the window from where you can upload the firmware to the node and also push them to all the
nodes in the cluster in one go. This can be thought of as a central firmware management console. UVS supports
two methods for the firmware update. Ambedded releases an UPD file for UVS firmware update. And a RPM file
is the patch for the UVS software patch.

UPD Update

First, click "Upload Firmware" to upload the firmware file.
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Then, select the nodes you would like to push and update firmware by checking the box on the left side of
Node Name. Click "Push Update", select the push mode and upd file. Finally, click the “Push” button to push
the uploaded firmware to the selected nodes in the cluster. UVS manager will automatically upgrade the firmware
of these nodes.

Package Update

Select the nodes you would like to push and update firmware by checking the box on the left side of Node
Name. Click “Push Package” to push and install the packages to all the nodes in the cluster.
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Ceph-MGR Zabbix Module

Enable the Zabbix Module

To enable the ceph-mgr Zabbix module, we’d like to lead you to the Ceph-MGR dashboard. There is a link for
the Ceph-MGR dashboard in the UVS Dashboard page. Click the link, you’ll see the welcome page of the
Ceph-MGR dashboard, and use the default account (admin/admin) login. Once you’ve logged in, we recommend
changing the password immediately.

To manage the Ceph-MGR modules, you could go to the “Cluster” menu, “Manager modules” page. All of the
Ceph-MGR modules are listed here. Now, we can enable the Zabbix module. Find the Zabbix module via the
search bar, edit the settings, and enable it.

identifier: The name of the Zabbix sender. The monitor hostname is a good choice.
interval: The frequency of the data sending.
zabbix_host: The IP address of the Zabbix Server.
zabbix_port: The port of the Zabbix Service.
zabbix_sender: The path to the zabbix sender in the Ceph-MGR nodes.
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The Zabbix Template

You could download the specific template XML file from the Ceph Github source. Also you could find it in the
Mars400 nodes. Make sure the template matches the version to the Ceph cluster to get the best practice. If you
want to check if the Zabbix module is workable, try the “ceph zabbix send” command in a console.

# ceph zabbix send
Sending data to Zabbix

● Github: https://github.com/ceph/ceph/blob/v14.2.9/src/pybind/mgr/zabbix/zabbix_template.xml
● Local path in Mars400 nodes: /usr/share/ceph/mgr/zabbix/zabbix_template.xml
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NFS & SAMBA protocol - using Ceph RBD Image

Ceph RBD images can be used as NFS exports or SAMBA share to share the Ceph resources between Linux
clients. This is reliable as well as easy to setup. You need to create an RBD image and map it to the client.

Steps to create RBD Image and map to Linux client

● Ref Section - Creating a Ceph RBD Image for steps to create an image, which can be used as an NFS
export or SAMBA share.

The keyring file will look as shown below : (actual content will vary from key to key)
[client.testuser]

key = AQBSvJFX0K5nDxAAHZb2RYXEFSs7ZVIPDGmi7A==
● Depending on distro being used, you need to use yum / apt-get to download / install package

ceph-common which will give us Ceph client tools.
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– RHEL/CentOS # yum install ceph-common
– Ubuntu/Debian # apt-get install ceph-common

● Load RBD client module.
# modprobe rbd
Verify if the module has successfully loaded before proceeding further.
# lsmod | grep rbd

The output should be similar as shown below.
rbd 57093 2
libceph 194776 1 rbd

● List the mapped images on client machine
● Copy the ceph.conf and user-id keyring ( filename – ceph.client.<user-id>.keyring )from UVS manager

WebUI console to /etc/ceph/ directory on Client system.
# rbd ls <MON_IP_Address>:6789 --pool <pool-name> --id <User-ID> --keyring <absolute path of

keyring>
● Map the pool image to Ceph Client system

# rbd map -m <MON_IP_Address>:6789 --pool <pool-name> --id <User-ID> --keyring <absolute path of
keyring> <image name>

● Run command lsblk to verify the mount. You should be able to see the new Block device added.
# lsblk

● Once the Ceph RBD block image is mapped, we can make a filesystem and mount the same as the local
filesystem on Linux client.
# mkfs -t ext4 /dev/rbd0
( /dev/rbd0, /dev/rbd1 etc will change depending on number of RBD images mapped)
#mkdir /myshare
#mount /dev/rbd0 /myshare

This prepares the ground for NFS or SAMBA to export the /myshare folder from Linux client. (The share name will
change as per mount point used).

Making RBD Image mount persistent

NOTE: The previous mount command will create a temporary mount, which will not persist across reboot. For
making it a permanent mount, we need to follow some additional steps -
We need to edit /etc/ceph/rbdmap and add RBD map details in the following format -

#poolname/imagename id=client-name,keyring=<User keyring path>

To make the folder mount on mapped RBD image, you need to make entry to /etc/fstab file, as shown below and
save the /etc/fstab file.

#vi /etc/fstab
/dev/rbd0 /myshare ext4 _netdev 0 0

Steps to create NFS Server

A) RHEL/CentOS

i. Install nfs-utils package.
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#yum install nfs-utils
ii. edit /etc/exports file and add

/myshare *(rw,sync)
iii. Save the file. Run exportfs -r to load the file.
i. Enable and start the NFS service.(chkconfig nfs-server on and service nfs-server start / systemctl

enable nfs-server && systemctl start nfs-server)

B) Debian / Ubuntu

i. Install nfs-kernel-server package.
#apt-get install nfs-kernel-server

ii. Edit /etc/exports file and add
/myshare *(rw,sync)

iii. Save the file. Run exportfs -r to load the file.
# exportfs -r

iv. Enable and start the NFS service.

Steps to create SAMBA Server

A) RHEL/CentOS
i. Install samba & samba-client package.

#yum install samba samba-client

ii. Edit /etc/samba/smb.conf file and add share information at the end of the file as shown
below -

[mysambashare]
path = /myshare
browsable =yes
writable = yes
guest ok = yes
read only = no

iii. Save the file.

i. Enable and start the SAMBA service. (chkconfig smbd nmbd on and service smbd
nmbd start / systemctl enable smbd nmbd && systemctl start smbd nmbd)

B) Debian / Ubuntu
Steps for RHEL / CentOS can be followed on Debian / Ubuntu to install SAMBA and export
the share to clients.

# /etc/init.d/smbd start can be used to start the smbd service.
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RBD-NBD – MAP RBD IMAGES TO NBD DEVICE

The classical methods to map an RBD image are mapping by rbd kernel module and mapping by librbd. Since
the Ceph Jewel version, Ceph has supported the mapping by librbd using the NBD module. It’s a highly efficient
way for mapping an RBD image and it supports the most RBD features. If you’re required to use RBD features,
we recommend mapping the images by RBD-NBD.

Install RBD-NBD Package & Module

Depending on the distro being used, you need to install the package rbd-nbd which will give us rbd-nbd tools.
● RHEL/CentOS # yum install rbd-nbd
● Ubuntu/Debian # apt-get install rbd-nbd

Besides the rbd-nbd package, you have to load the NBD kernel module. Unfortunately, the NBD kernel module
isn’t installed on everyone’s server. Please check the NBD module in your server and try to compile the module if
the server didn’t preload it.

# find /lib/modules/$(uname -r) -type f -name '*.ko' | grep nbd
/lib/modules/3.10.0-1062.18.1.el7.x86_64/kernel/drivers/block/nbd.ko
# modprobe nbd
# lsmod | grep nbd
nbd 17555 0

Copy Ceph configurations & keyrings

The ceph.conf & ceph.keyring put on the Mars400 monitor nodes. You need to use SCP copying these two files
to your servers.

# scp ${mars400-mon-node}:/etc/ceph/ceph.c* /etc/ceph

Map the RBD Image

Map the RBD image via rbd-nbd is very similar using the rbd kernel mapping. A simple “rbd nbd map” command
helps you mapping the RBD image.

# rbd ls -p mirroring
image001
# rbd nbd map mirroring/image001
/dev/nbd0
# mkfs.xfs /dev/nbd0
# mount /dev/nbd0 /mnt
# df -h /mnt/
Filesystem Size Used Avail Use% Mounted on
/dev/nbd0 1.0T 33M 1.0T 1% /mnt

# umount /mnt
# rbd nbd unmap /dev/nbd0

We imitated the service rbdmap and created the nbdmap for mapping the rbd-nbd device automatically. The
nbdmap service will map the list and mount it while booting. Once you map the rbd image and format it manually
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for the first time, you do not need to worry about mapping the images every time. Please check the URL below
to get more information.

https://ambedded.freshdesk.com/a/solutions/articles/47001139253
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Appendixes

Appendix 1. Configure the network before deploying a Ceph cluster

Please visit Ambedded Freshdesk to download the Mars500 Deployment Guide.

Appendix 2. Prepare the External RGW Hosts for Ceph Octopus

Before you can deploy Ceph RADOS Gateway for version 16.2.x (Pacific) by UVS Manager, please follow the
following steps to prepare the necessary software packages on your x86 hosts.

1. Prepare a x86 VM or physical server with Ubuntu 18.04.5 installed.

2. download the packages file and upload to external host

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PZSxV9Q1kR9e5re63WINPbm1u-SK0v_K/view?usp=sharing

3. Extract the tar file

tar -pxf /tmp/ext-host.tar.gz -C /opt

You will find 9 packages inside the pkgs folder.

4. Install the first 4 packages.

cd /opt/pkgs/<pkg name>

dpkg -i --force-all *deb

5. Run docker load -i tar file to import docker images

mv /opt/pkgs/4.docker-tarball /var/lib/docker/amb-image

cd /var/lib/docker/amb-image

docker load -i ceph.tar.gz

6. Run cephadm check-host to check if the host is ok to use.
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cephadm check-host

rm -rf /opt/pkgs

7. copy ceph tarball to mars400

scp /var/lib/docker/amb-image/ceph.tar.gz \

root@<mars400 IP>:/var/lib/docker/ceph-mars400-x86.tar.gz

8. add x86 container image to registry server

registry_ceph_x86="<registry IP>:<registry port>/ceph:amd64-v16"

docker load -i ./ceph-mars400-x86.tar.gz

docker tag ceph/ceph:amd64-v16 "${registry_ceph_x86}"

docker push "${registry_ceph_x86}"

9. Create manifest to combine the different arch

registry_target="<registry ip>:<registry port>"

docker manifest create \

"${registry_target}/ceph:v16" \

"${registry_target}/ceph:arm64-v16" \

"${registry_target}/ceph:amd64-v16"

docker manifest annotate \

"${registry_target}/ceph:v16" \

"${registry_target}/ceph:arm64-v16" \

--arch=arm64 --os linux

docker manifest annotate \

"${registry_target}/ceph:v16" \

"${registry_target}/ceph:amd64-v16" --arch=amd64 --os linux

####### push will return the important sha for ceph container image

docker manifest push \

--insecure --purge "${registry_target}/ceph:v16"

sha256:e6b4aca93f1b7127398933a3d2e26187b8b86e9fcb8ce08fa38d98fcb4aa3ac1

10. Setup new CEPH container ID to the cluster
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target_path="<registry IP>:<registry Port>"

ceph config set global container_image

"${target_path}/ceph@sha256:e6b4aca93f1b7127398933a3d2e26187b8b86e9fcb8ce08fa38d98fcb4aa3

ac1"

Tips: SHA only shows once after manifest push. If something is broken while pushing new container image, we
need to remove the old registry server and push both arm and arm64 into registry again.

11. Copy mars400 daemon.json into the external host

scp root@<mars400 ip>:/etc/docker/daemon.json /etc/docker/daemon.json

systemctl restart docker

12. Pull registry ceph and run cephadm version to check if the return is correct

target="<registry ip>:<registry port>/ceph:v16"

docker pull "${target}"

cephadm veresion

Using recent ceph image

10.240.82.228:5000/ceph@sha256:e6b4aca93f1b7127398933a3d2e26187b8b86e9fcb8ce08fa38d98fcb4

aa3ac1

ceph version 16.2.5 (0883bdea7337b95e4b611c768c0279868462204a) pacific (stable)
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